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4 Tips for Vetting Potential Real Estate Deals
In today’s business climate, accurate and relevant information is crucial for success in commercial
real estate investing. In other words, if you don’t know the local market, you could be in real trouble.
Despite this fact, commercial real estate is a sector favorite among investors, with its relatively strong
returns with only minimal to moderate risk.
We are often asked by friends and family to evaluate a potential deal in commercial real estate —
and, of course, we are happy to do so. Since we’ve been these types of questions more and more,
we thought we would pass along that knowledge to you. Read on to find out 4 tips for evaluating or
vetting a potential commercial real estate deal.
Understand the different types of commercial real estate
Before you even think of purchasing a commercial property, it is important that you first understand all
of the different commercial assets that are available to you. A blanket term, “commercial real estate”
can actually refer to any of the following:

RETAIL DEVELOPMENT FOR LEASE
Central Ave/Hwy 17 A
1,400-7,000 SF | $23 PSF NNN
Pre-leasing for retail development including build to suit or ground lease in fast growing area of Summerville! The site is located on
the corner of Central Ave and 17A, which is 0.5
miles from the new Ponds subdivision (1000
homes) and future Harris Teeter and 5 minutes
from the massive Summer’s Corner subdivision
(6000 homes) that also has just broken ground
for a new Publix. New Berlin G Myers Parkway
will be extended to site by 2022. This site has
close proximity to schools and grocery stores.
Out-parcels for sale as well.

Retail buildings
Office buildings
Warehouse spaces
Industrial buildings
Multi-family buildings (such as apartments)
“Mixed use” buildings
Commercial land (undeveloped)
Self-storage facilities
Next, you’ll want to weigh the pros and cons of each type of building or property, as well as your own
level of personal interest, to help decide which type of investment or investments will be right for you.
Know the local market
One of the best tips we can give you to help vet potential real estate deals is to know the local
market. Having this extensive knowledge is a great way to help determine whether or not to buy a
commercial property. Spend some time driving around the area and tour other available properties,
if possible. It’s no secret that there is nothing better than in person, first-hand experience talking with
tenants and other owners as you’re searching for the right vacancy.
Learn to spot a good deal when you see it

RETAIL DEVELOPMENT FOR LEASE
8601 Dorchester Rd.
1,400-7,000 SF | $23 PSF NNN

Pre-leasing now for Retail development. Also
available as a ground lease or build to suit for
single use tenants. The site is located at the
lighted intersection of high traffic Dorchester Rd
and Netherby Ln next to White Hall Center and
near Publix, Zaxbys and Dunkin Donuts. Out-parcels for sale as well.
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If you ask anyone in the industry, they’ll tell you the same thing — the top commercial real estate
agents know two things when they see them: a good deal and a good investment property. Spotting a
good deal comes with experience — knowing the market, knowing the key players in potential deals,
and knowing when (and how, if necessary) to walk away from the deal.
When touring a potential property, keep an eye out for any damages that need repairs or outdated
features that need upgrading, in order to help you determine if the property is still a great investment.
Build relationships
Of course, at the end of the day, finding the right commercial real estate deal is about more than just
knowing the market and knowing how to price any potential repairs. At the heart of any real estate
transaction, including commercial real estate, is a relationship and communication. Building relationships and rapport with building and property owners can go a long way toward helping them feel
comfortable about opening up to talk to you about those really good commercial real estate deals —
and want to do business with you.
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4 Retail Real Estate Predictions for 2019 and the Future
Retail, the fallen angel of the industry. We have been barraged by negative headlines this past year, of
which company has filed for bankruptcy, or which mall is now a ghost town. However is this bleak outlook really true? It seems that experts in the industry think the retail sector is simply in a transitionary
period, where evolution is extremely important. The companies that embrace the change and remain
creative and innovative need not worry.
However, this is not a time for stagnation. Only the strong (retailers) will survive, as the market’s landscape changes. So, let’s take a look at some predictions for 2019 and beyond for retail real estate.
BRICK AND MORTAR STORES WILL SURVIVE
With all the talk of brick and mortar crumbling into nothingness, the future can seem bleak for retailers. However, experts seem to think that physical stores will continue to survive, while also being
extremely profitable. Look at Target, for example, they have been able to pull in the growth of profit
of nearly 20% compared to last year. They are able to keep their physical stores relevant while also
offering other shopping channels, but it always comes back to the physical store as the home base.
Retailers that follow suit are sure to survive.
ONLINE RETAILERS WILL EXPAND
Online retailers purchasing physical stores? Now, this may seem backward but it seems to be a trend
that will pop up more frequently in 2019 and the future. Stores like Bonobos are perfect examples.
These online retailers will want to expand their real estate portfolios, and allow their specialty merchandise to be seen, felt, tried on and showcased in a store.
The catch? Shoppers won’t be able to purchase clothes in-store but refer back to ordering online.
These online retailers could be interested in short term leases, pop-ups or long term, how Bonobos
does it. This creates expanded opportunities for landlords of vacant space.
BIG-BOX WILL BECOME SMALL-BOX?
Some retailers such as IKEA and Sears feel that there is value in beginning to downscale their stores.
They can save money on space and create a more intimate shopping experience for buyers. Additionally, they can create a more appealing looking space that will draw shoppers in. Combine this with the
ability to simply deliver large, heavy items and it could be a new way to find success in the industry.
DISCOUNT STORES WILL THRIVE
Sales reports show that discount store such as TJMaxx, Ross, and Burlington have been doing especially well. This is because they are able to appeal to the essence of millennials, the crave of luxury
goods and items while making a fourth of what previous generations made. Shoppers still want good
quality, but they also want to find great deals. These niche discount stores offer something that online
shopping can’t, the ability to walk into a store not know what you need and come out with a full cart
because you got a great deal. It’s almost like treasure hunting, and that is enough to drive shoppers
offline and into stores.
The retail industry is always changing, but it is for sure not dead. We will have to keep an eye out for
these and additional predictions for 2019 and the future.

MAY 15, 2019
1PM - 7PM
The North Charleston Business Expo is North Charleston’s premier business event
showcasing regional companies. This must-attend
event, in its fifth year, offers
the business community,
from small business entrepreneurs to senior executives,
an opportunity to network
with local professionals,
engage with exhibitors, and
discover new resources forbusiness growth.
Contact Kim McManus today
at (843) 849-3116 or
kmcmanus@scbiznews.com,
for more information about
available booth space.

BOOTH REGISTRATION
DEADLINE : APRIL 5
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Recent Transactions:
North Charleston, SC - 3/18/2019 - Lisa Loesel of Coldwell Banker Commercial Atlantic represented the Landlord, Seven Es, LLC in the Lease of a
618-square-foot office space at 5401 Netherby Lane Ste. 102 in North Charleston, SC. The Tenant is The O’Laughlin Agency Inc.
North Charleston, SC - 3/18/2019 - Brent Case, CCIM of Coldwell Banker Commercial Atlantic represented the Seller, Na3 Properties, LLC, in the Sale
of a 0.684-acre piece of land, for $515,000 at 3630 West Montague Ave. in North Charleston, SC. Scott Benedict of Commercial Specialty Group
represented the Buyer.
Charleston, SC - 2/28/2019 - Ben Johnston of Coldwell Banker Commercial Atlantic represented the Seller in the Sale of a 0.24-acre piece of land
$100,000 at 1570 Highland Ave. in James Island, SC. Chris Union of Holland Realty represented the Buyer.

